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It had been a few days since I spoke with my mother, so last night I called her to 
check in.  The in the week, doctor’s appointment resulted in good news – which 
isn’t always the case, so “thanks be to God!”   
 
I shared a little about our day, and being curious about how they’d spent their 
Saturday evening I asked.   
 
This is what I heard, “Well we received a last-minute invitation to a 90th birthday 
party and we almost didn’t go for this reason or that reason (get ready – take off 
my comfy shoes, find something to wear, etc, etc) but we did go … and we had 
a nice time.  I’m glad we went!”  I’m trusting some of you here, at the very least 
those that are more introverted, have had that same dialogue in your head.  I 
know I have! 
 
And it got me to wondering, how would this dialogue go if we heard the Wise 
Men’s version?   
 
Would it have been Melchior who saw the star, “Hey guys (Balthazar & Caspar).”  
To which Caspar replies, “What is it this time Melchior?”  --- “I think I just saw a 
star like no other!”  To which Caspar replies, “Yeah, yeah Melchior … let’s talk 
about it later, I’m sleeping!”  “No, we have to go now!! It’s so bright and wild!  
It’s amazing!”  says Malchior.  Balthazar half-awake declares, “Look guys, I was 
on night watch duty last night and haven’t slept in well over a day, there is no 
way I’m packing up to go chase some wild star.”   
 
We know the rest of the story.  I do not think it would be a far reach to imagine 
them uttering, “I’m glad so we went!” after arriving and finding the babe, the 
Christ- child. 
 
(Thank you for humoring me with my rough dialogue of the Three Kings --- even 
though they likely traveled during the cooler hours of the night and slept in the 
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shade during the day!)  There is plenty of history with them and a plethora a 
scholarly interpretation.   
 
For Matthew, they are known as the three Magi (magicians, astrologers, or wise 
men).  We do not know if they came from Babylon, Persia, or Arabia.  The Three 
Kings is likely a reference to the three gifts they bring, as the number is not 
specifically given in Matthew’s Gospel.  The “kings” reference is most likely a 
reference to Psalm 72: 10-11 “May the kings of Sheba and Seba bring gifts.  May 
all kings fall down before him.”  And of course, King Herod’s desire to kill the 
babe, is a foreshadowing of what awaits Jesus – this Immanuel – or God with Us.  
 
 
I’d like to offer a bigger picture …  
 
What I love about their story is an implicit permission to just “pay homage” or 
respect and therein receive all the Christ-child has to give.  I can imagine them 
in my heart’s eye, bowing down before the babe basking in the love and light 
surrounding him. This is where they start.  They do not first give their gifts of gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh … rather – they bow down before the LORD and 
receive the loving gaze that only wee little babes offer.   
 
A gaze that locks eyes with you, looks into the depths of you, a gaze that is so 
true and pure having just arrived in this world – the veil is between the Creator 
and you is utterly transparent.  This is a gaze in which, if we stop to receive it, 
leaves no confusion or questions --- it simply says, you are seen and you are 
loved.  I too after an experience like this would be proclaiming, “I’m glad we 
went!”  
 
This story isn’t simply about showing up to work, contrary to the old saying, 
“showing up is 80% of life,” rather this sort of “showing up” is about “showing up” 
to receive.  It is permission to receive (to bask, to take in the love that only the 
Christ-child can give) and then to offer (your gifts).   
 
For those of us with strong Martha tendencies, it’s time to take note.  Make time 
to ponder, to read, to create, to pray … I’d agree that “show up” is 80% of life, 
but the question is what are we showing up for?  This very Christ-child will soon 
grow up and turn life upside down in new ways  
(his arrival into this world – the Divine taking on human flesh – is a promise that 
there is more of this to come).   
 
For now though, let us take a cue from the Wise Men and from their willingness 
to journey from lands unknown to greet this little babe and receive the his Love 
and his Light before continuing their journey.    
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May we too, find ways to surprising ways to receive the Love and Light this Little 
One brings fresh into the world.  
 
May we give ourselves permission to bask in his radiant love and light.  After 
which we find ourselves proclaiming, “I’m SO glad I went!”    


